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 File under: World/Balkans

The showdown has been taking shape over the past decade. 
As Fanfare Ciocarlia arose from rural Romanian obscurity to 
storm international stages they developed a reputation as the 
world’s fastest, hardest Balkan brass band. Yet word reached 
them about another Gypsy brass band, one that had survived 
the Yugoslav Civil War, appeared on the soundtracks of Kus-
turica’s crazed movies and considered themselves No 1: The 
Boban & Marko Markovic Orchestra. As the Markovics’ began 
performing beyond Serbia they got to hear of Fanfare and how 
the Romanian raggamuffins had conquered the world. Boban, 
unbeaten heavyweight champion of Guca Brass Festival, was 
not about to let this pass and he brooded that Fanfare Cio-
carlia claimed to be No 1. How could this be when he, surely, 
was King?

The album is released to coincide with the European tour.

BOBAN & MARKO MARKOVIC ORCHESTRA 
vs FANFARE CIOCARLIA 

Balkan Brass Battle
CDATR2911 >> 4047179560221 >> CD digipack

LPATR3011 >> 4047179560214 >> LP 

1. Battle Call
2. Mrak Kolo (Boban & Marko Markovic Orchestra)
3. Suita A La Ciobanas (Fanfare Ciocarlia)
4. James Bond Theme (Fanfare Ciocarlia and Boban & Marko 
Markovic Orchestra)
5. Caravan (Fanfare Ciocarlia)
6. Caravan (Boban & Marko Markovic Orchestra)
7. Devla (Fanfare Ciocarlia and Boban & Marko Markovic Or-
chestra)
8. Topdzijsko Kolo (Boban & Marko Markovic Orchestra)
9. Dances From The Monastery Hills (Fanfare Ciocarlia)
10. Disco Džumbus (Fanfare Ciocarlia and Boban & Marko 
Markovic Orchestra)
11. I Am Your Gummy Bear (Fanfare Ciocarlia)
12. Otpisani (Boban & Marko Markovic Orchestra)
13. Asfalt Tango (Fanfare Ciocarlia and Boban & Marko Mar-
kovic Orchestra)

Balkan Brass Battle tour dates
21 May Brighton Dome
22 May London Koko

BALKAN BRASS BATTLE is the 
COVER FEATURE in the June 
issue of SONGLINES magazine

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL 
AND SPECIALIST PRESS AND RADIO
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Originally formed in 2009 by bassist Dan Berglund (formerly 
e.s.t.) with guitarist Johan Lindström (Per Texas Johans-
son), pianist Martin Hederos (Soundtrack Of Our Lives) and 
drummer Andreas Werliin (Wildbirds & Peacedrums), Swed-
ish super-group TONBRUKET (‘tone workshop’) have created 
another masterpiece with their second outing “Dig it to the 
end”. Although their eponymous debut album was a con-
cept album as well, with “Dig it to the end” they define their 
unique band sound and style even further and carve out 
their musical niche combining instrumental prog-rock with 
improvisational elements. 
The album title “Dig it to the end” refers to the compositional 
and the recording process. “We went the extra mile to really 
carve out the songs and compositions. It was like shuffling 
earth to excavate the true heart, meaning and soul of each 
song”, explains Johan Lindström, who with six songs to his 
name was again the most active composer. “But then you are 
also free to interpret it as an invitation to really listen care-
fully to all songs. It is worth it”, he adds with a twinkle. The 
basic tracks were laid down in Stockholm´s Atlantis Studio. 
From there they took the tapes to Johan Lindström´s Ham-
marby Studios and over a few weeks refined, edited, mixed 
and added to reach the ultimate result.

TONBRUKET
Dig It To The End

ACT9026-2 >> 614427902627 >> CD digipack 

1. Vinegar Heart - 08:59 (Lindström, Johan)  
2. Balloons - 05:25 (Hederos, Martin)  
3. Decent Life - 03:56 (Lindström, Johan)  
4. Lilo - 04:00 (Berglund, Dan)  
5. Lighthouse - 03:21 (Lindström, Johan)  
6. Dig it to the end - 03:31 (Berglund, Dan)  
7. Gripe - 02:40 (Hederos, Martin)  
8. Grandma’s Haze - 04:09 (Lindström, Johan)  
9. Le Var - 04:59 (Lindström, Johan)  
10. Trackpounder - 06:08 (Lindström, Johan)  
11. Draisine Song - 03:22 (Hederos, Martin)  

Line Up: 
Dan Berglund / double bass
Johan Lindström / acoustic & electric guitars, lap- and 
pedalsteel
Martin Hederos / piano, pumporgan, keyboards, violin
Andreas Werliin / drums, percussion

Recorded at Atlantis Studio in Stockholm by Janne 
Hansson and Hammarby Studio in Stockholm by Johan 
Lindström
Mixed by Johan Lindström and Tonbruket
Mastering at Cutting Room by Håkan Åkesson

Cover Artwork by Jesper Waldersten

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST PRESS 
AND RADIO BY AIR MTM
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Louis MOHOLO MOHOLO / Dudu PUKWANA / 
Johnny DYANI / Rev. Frank WRIGHT
Spiritual Knowledge and Grace
Ogun    OGCD035  5020675572324
CD digipack  

There was bonhomie a plenty the night The Blue Notes were meant to play in Eindhoven 
– I say meant to only because like too many best laid plans, things didn’t quite work out 
that way. Transport hassles meant Chris McGregor would be late for what was the open-
ing night of The Blue Notes’ Dutch tour and so the piano chair would be vacant, for the 
first set at the very least.
The news that Frank Wright was in town and up for a blow turned the evening into 
something else entirely, and it’s thanks to Rob Sotemann who also organised the tour of 
Holland that this chance encounter was documented, both in pictures and sound. Louis 
planted the idea – he had first crossed musical paths with Frank in the ranks of Peter 
Brötzmann’s Alarm, and Louis would later invite him to guest with his own ensemble 
Viva–La–Black. For Dudu and Johnny, this would be their first meeting on stage with 
Frank but, as Louis says, “we had known how powerful a “ZULU” Frank was, we had all 
crossed paths with him before as God’s children.”
The music, all of it collectively improvised, nods to half-remembered themes but relies 
most of all on the magic of the moment. I hear a lot of laughter in this music, the sound 
of musicians quickly warming to each other on many levels simultaneously. There will 
be another CD released from this tour – next time it’ll be The Blue Notes proper. For now, 
enjoyment comes in this sideways hop, a richly empathetic encounter between musi-
cians who are equally resourceful and quick witted. 
DAVID ILIC (from the sleeve notes)

ELTON DEAN’S NINESENSE + Harry BECKETT/Harry 
MILLER/Louis MOHOLO TRIO
Ninesense Suite / Natal
Jazzwerkstatt  JW107  4250079758722
CD     
Elton Dean’s Ninesense - Ninesense Suite (41:23)
Elton Dean (saxello, alto saxophone), Alan Skidmore (tenor saxophone), Mark Charig (trum-
pet), Harry Beckett (trumpet, flugelhorn), Nick Evans (trombone), Radu Malfatti (trombone), 
Keith Tippett (piano), Harry Miller (double bass), Louis Moholo (drums)
Beckett / Miller / Moholo - Natal (37:10) 
Harry Beckett (trumpet, flugelhorn), Harry Miller (double bass), Louis Moholo (drums) 
 
Two Berlin concert recordings from 1981/82 combine to make an essential document of 
the UK/South Africa jazz axis, as had been set in motion by the arrival of The Blue Notes 
in the UK in the mid sixties, and which continued on through the Canterbury scene to 
King Crimson and beyond. Ninesense are one of the great groups of British jazz, though 
one sadly under-recorded so that each new addition to their discography is vital (espe-
cially one so late in the band’s existence). Beckett/Miller/Moholo played together in 
Ninesense and in Brotherhood of Breath, but this track featuring them stripped down to 
just a trio is a particularly valuable find.

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
30th May 

Previously unissued 
live recording

Previously unissued 
live recording
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 File under: Jazz

Jim Hall’s complete original LP Good Friday Blues 
(Pacific Jazz PJ10).
Originally issued under the name of The Modest Jazz 
Trio, it features Hall in the company of Red Mitchell 
(playing piano here instead of bass), and bassist Red 
Kelly.
As a bonus, we have added additional trio selections 
by Hall, including three tunes with accompaniment  
y George Duvivier on bass and Chico Hamilton on 
drums, and five others with backing by pianist Carl 
Perkins and Red Mitchell again (this time on bass).

Includes 12-page booklet

“In this day of trends and fads, where the jazz we 
hear is contrived in many instances, this is a revela-
tion. Perhaps it is all the more warming because it is 
accomplished within the context of a trio. Here, the 
music just flows out a stream of genuine emotion from 
three artists who obviously enjoy playing for the sake 
of playing. This surrounds the album with a feeling 
that defies rating by stars. It exemplifies the best kind 
of honest jazz expression.”  ***** Downbeat (Ira Gitler)

JIM HALL
Good Friday Blues 

PWR27252 >> 8436028694808 >> CD

01 GOOD FRIDAY BLUES 6:01
02 WILLOW WEEP FOR ME 6:23
03 I REMEMBER YOU 7:26
04 BILL NOT PHIL 7:11
05 WHEN I HAVE YOU 6:30
06 I WAS DOIN’ ALRIGHT 4:48
07 BLUES ON THE ROCKS 3:09*
08 PORCH LIGHT 3:58*
09 AUTUMN LANDSCAPE 3:44*
10 THIS IS ALWAYS 2:51*
11 9:20 SPECIAL 5:45*
12 DEEP IN A DREAM 4:35*
13 LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING 5:08*
14 SEVEN COME ELEVEN 4:36*
15 TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT 4:29*
Total Time: 76:42

JIM HALL guitar
RED MITCHELL piano
RED KELLY bass

Los Angeles, April 1, 1960.

* BONUS TRACKS (7-15)
7-9: Jim Hall (g), George Duvivier (b), Chico Hamilton (d).
Los Angeles, February 8, 1956.
10-15: Jim Hall (g), Carl Perkins (p), Red Mitchell (b).
Los Angeles, January 10 & 24, 1957.
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 File under: Jazz

2 LPs on 1 CD!

This CD compiles for the first time ever the complete 
Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House LP 
and ALL of the tracks recorded at L.A.’s Shrine Audi-
torium with the same personnel a week later.

(Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson Live at the Opera House)
“Here is a meeting to remember. It is one of those all 
too rare occasions when everything seems just right. 
Both hornmen are in optimum blowing fettle and play 
to and for each other. The rhythm section is ideal. By no 
means miss this one.” 
***** Downbeat (John A. Tynan)

STAN GETZ & J.J. JOHNSON
At the Opera House

PWR27269 >> 8436028698288 >> CD

01) BILLIE’S BOUNCE 9:47
02) MY FUNNY VALENTINE 8:10
03) CRAZY RHYTHM 7:52
04) IT NEVER ENTERED MY MIND 3:29
05) BLUES IN THE CLOSET 9:04
06) BILLIE’S BOUNCE 7:57
07) MY FUNNY VALENTINE 8:28
08) CRAZY RHYTHM 7:47
09) YESTERDAYS 3:42
10) IT NEVER ENTERED MY MIND 3:52
11) BLUES IN THE CLOSET 6:18
Total Time: 76:35

STAN GETZ, tenor saxophone
J.J. JOHNSON, trombone
OSCAR PETERSON, piano
HERB ELLIS, guitar
RAY BROWN, bass
CONNIE KAY, drums

Tracks 1-5: The Opera House performance, Chicago, 
September 29, 1957.

Tracks 6-11: The Shrine Auditorium performance, Los 
Angeles, October 7, 1957.
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HAZMAT MODINE
Cicada

JARO4292-2 >> 4006180429224 >> CD digipack

1. Mocking Bird  3.44
2. Child of a Blind Man*  4.12
3. Two Forty Seven  4.46
4. Cicada  4.52
5. Buddy  6.08
6. In Two Years  2.00
7. I’ve Been Lonely for So Long  4.19
8. The Tide  5.50
9. Ebb Tide  0.46
10. Walking Stick  3.01
11. So Glad  5.44
12. Cotonou Stomp**  2.05
13. Dead Crow***  3.46

* with Natalie Merchant and Gangbé Brass Band
** live with Gangbé Brass Band
*** with Kronos Quartet

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST PRESS 
AND RADIO BY JOHN CROSBY (PRESS PROMOTIONS)

To Hazmat Modine, timelessness, innovation and inclusive-
ness trump the trendy and the ephemeral. The very definition 
of honest-to-goodness American roots music—but also con-
siderably more global and exotic—Hazmat Modine is visually 
and aurally captivating, continually explorative, and thor-
oughly engaging. Formed in 1998 by Wade Schuman, who 
writes and sings nearly all of the band’s material and forges 
their creative direction, Hazmat Modine seamlessly integrates 
primal, guttural blues, funky, unadulterated old school R&B 
and myriad sounds from other cultures, absorbed during 
their constant touring in more than 20 different countries 
across the world. 
Each member of Hazmat Modine is a virtuoso musician, but 
that virtuosity is never abused. All is performed in service 
to the song. That becomes clear on Cicada, an ambitious 
and stunning statement that serves as the culmination of 
the growth and depth of the band. Among the album’s 14 
tracks are two collaborative efforts with another innovative 
octet, the electrifying Gangbe Brass Band from Benin, as well 
as artistic alliances with the genre-bending Kronos Quartet 
and with the popular American vocalist Natalie Merchant 
(Hazmat having contributed to two tracks on her recent al-
bum Leave Your Sleep).
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 File under: World/Mali/Tuareg

Terakaft (meaning “caravan” in Tamasheq) is a genuine des-
ert rock band, sculpted by the pure searing air and the end-
less rolling sands of the Sahara. The stark, harsh conditions 
of the Sahara have permeated their wild riffs, and as a result 
Terakaft are the perfect embodiment of all that is wild and 
free in desert blues today. They have taken the electric guitar 
and made it their own.

Terakaft was formed in 2001 by Sanou Ag Ahmed with Ke-
dou Ag Ossad (a member of the original line-up of Tinariwen). 
Kedou has since left the band but was replaced by another 
original Tinariwen-ster, Sedou’s uncle Diara. Sedou’s brother 
Abdallah is also now a part of Terakaft making it very much 
a family band. 

The perfect mix of two rhythm guitars, one keeping the beat 
effortlessly, the other soaring and sweet, and the deep tones 
of the bass (bringing to mind the delicate but strong steps of 
a camel making its way through the wastelands) will send you 
on a journey to the deepest  heart of the desert. The heavy, 
pulsating heartbeat of the percussion holds everyone togeth-
er and completes the sound of Terakaft.

TERAKAFT
Aratan n Azawad

479052 >> 794881994724 >> CD

1. Alghalem  3.40
2. Talikoba  3.16
3. Aratan n Azawad  4.21
4. Aman Wi Kawalnen  3.46
5. Ahod  3.42
6. Idiya Idohena  2.35
7. Amazzagh  3.54
8. Ahabib  5.02
9. Akoz Imgharen  2.50
10. Wer Essinen  3.50
11. Kek Amidi Nin  3.32
12. Hegh Ténéré  3.37

Liya Ag Ablil (aka Diara): guitars, vocals
Sanou Ag Ahmed: guitars, vocals
Abdallah Ag Ahmed: bass, guitar, vocals
Mathias Vaguenez: percussions

TOP OF THE WORLD in SONGLINES June 2011

“Terakaft, whose two guitarists guested on Tinariwen’s award 
wining Imidawean: Companions, didn’t stray far from the core 
sound of their first two albums. But the group’s third release, 
Aratan N Azawad reveals a band bravely trying to expand the ho-
rizon of the desert blues. The guitar sound has sharpened, creat-
ing an almost Californian chime in places and they blend western 
pop influences into the Tinariwen template without lessening its 
essential mystery. “Idiya Iohena” bounces to a rhythm oddly remi-
niscent of T.Rex’s “Ride A White Swan” (yes, really) while “Akoz 
Imgharen” almost strays into Dick Dale territory. On the other 
hand, the trance-like swirl of “Wer Essinen” is as fine an example 
of classic Tuareg blues-rock as you’ll find.” 
4 stars UNCUT

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST PRESS 
AND RADIO
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 File under: World/India

An exquisite new recording teaming Indian sarod virtuoso Am-
jad Ali Khan with the Laboratory Music Project of the Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra, conducted by David Murphy. This stun-
ning collaborative work suggests by its very nature a power-
ful and significant unification, an enlightened encounter on 
the grandest scale. While many musicians have attempted to 
forge East-meets-West connections, rarely have they been as 
successful in creating as seamless and exhilarating a bond as 
exemplified by these sophisticated yet natural fusions.

Samaagam is divided into two main elements, the first titled 
“Three Ragas”, followed by the title piece, formally titled “Sa-
maagam: A Concerto for Sarod, Concertante Group and String 
Orchestra.” Both pieces stand alone and serve as vital com-
ponents of the larger work. For Khan, Samaagam, recorded 
at the historic Greyfriars Kirk church in Edinburgh in March 
2010 and produced by Philip Hobbs, is a dream fulfilled.

In a career spanning over 50 years, Amjad Ali Khan has sin-
gle-handedly elevated the sarod to one of the most popular 
instruments in the Northern Indian tradition. He is the sixth 
in an uninterrupted lineage of music masters known as the 
Senia Bangash School. Khan has toured extensively through-
out the world, establishing a reputation as one of the living 
legends of Indian classical instrumental music and as one of 
its mostrominent exponents on the international concert cir-
cuit.

AMJAD ALI KHAN
Samaagam

468102 >> 713746810221 >> CD

Three Ragas
1 Bhupali 7’29 
2 Bhairavi 7’13 
3 Khamaj 7’42 

Samaagam
4 Ganesh Kalyan 6’58
5 Subhalakshmi 3’58
6 Swar Samir 4’39
7 Maarva 1’50
8 Durga 3’49
9 Malkauns 3’54
10 Kaushik Dhwani 3’38
11 Kalavati 0’39
12 Basant 0’29
13 Megh 0’42
14 Khamaj 4’12 
15 Bhupali 2’21 
16 Bhairavi 10’15 

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST 
(WORLD MUSIC AND CLASSICAL) PRESS AND RADIO 

Formed in 1974, the Scottish Chamber Orchestra is one of 
Scotland’s five National Performing Arts companies and is 
recognized for its innovative approach to music-making and 
program planning. The SCO’s Laboratory Music Project is an 
experimental research project launched in 2002 to create im-
provised and devised music away from the traditional concert 
platform. Samaagam is the first collaborative effort between 
the SCO Lab and Amjad Ali Khan. The SCO Lab is repre-
sented on Samaagam by Lise Aferiat and Robert McFall (vio-
lins), Brian Schiele (viola), Su-a Lee (cello), Elisabeth Dooner 
(flute), Peter Furniss (clarinet) and Alison Green (bassoon). 
They are joined on this disc by tabla player Vineet Vyas.
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ANTÓNIO ZAMBUJO
Por Meu Cante
World Village  479058   794881998425
CD         World/Portugal
Por meu cante – the literal meaning of the title is Through my singing – was recorded live and 
released in Portugal in 2004 to immediate critical acclaim; it was considered one of the loveliest 
albums of the year. Today, with hindsight, this album reveals not only an outstanding singer, but 
also the triple influences at the basis of António Zambujo’s art: the cante of Alentejo, polyphonic 
singing from the region of his birth in southern Portugal; Brazilian music – the bossa nova and 
MPB; and finally, cool jazz from the West Coast of the United States. These elements have eventu-
ally become the “trademark” of the contemporary fado António Zambujo has built up over time; 
its stellar brilliance became obvious in the albums that followed, Outro sentido (2008) and Guia 
(2010). Por meu cante is a seminal album for understanding how fado can remain alive and blend 
with other types of music of today in a twofold philosophy of sharing and tolerance, without, of 
course, ever losing its own identity.

BRATSCH
Plein du Monde
World Village  479056   794881997626
CD         World/France
A long standing French Gypsy/klezmer/Balkan/rock combo, formed in 1975 by guitarist Dan 
Gharibian and violinist Bruno Girard. Apart from three albums on the Network label the band’s  
work has not been widely available in the UK, but they have played here on occasion and have 
built a small but devoted following. 
With the release of this new album Bratsch are at last set to vastly broaden that fan base. Plein 
du Monde is a result of the many friendships and musical partnerships the band have built along 
the way - each track (bar one) features an invited guest, with artists of the calibre of Khaled, Lhasa 
and Charles Aznavour participating.  

MARINA ROSSELL
Inicis 1977-1990
World Village  498041/47   8427592001376
7CD box set       World/Spain
This box contains seven LPs by the Catalan chanteuse, as released by CBS from 1977 to 1990:
1977 Si volíeu escoltar / 1978 Penyora… / 1980 Bruixes i maduixes / 1982 Cos meu, recorda / 
1985 Barca del temps / 1988 Rosa de foc / 1990 Cinema Blau
• 80 page booklet with lyrics in Catalan and Spanish
• Exclusive insights written by the artist on each album in Catalan , Spanish, French and English 
• Exclusive pictures
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HABIB KOITE / AFEL BOCOUM / OLIVER MTUKUDZI
Acoustic Africa In Concert
Contre Jour   CJ027  5413820000276
CD/DVD digipack     World/Africa
Acoustic Africa was initially a compilation album released by Putumayo showcasing singer-
songwriters in a stripped down context, focusing on the melody, the rhythm and a unifying mes-
sage of hope. In 2006 an internationally celebrated companion tour of the same name brought 
together singers Vusi Mahlasela, Habib Koité and Dobet Gnahoré. Five years later the second 
installment of Acoustic Africa’s exhilarating musical journey focuses on the richness of the 
African guitar tradition. 
The 2011 rendition of Acoustic Africa features three of the continent’s most indomitable touring 
artists, songwriters and social commentators; Habib Koité, the Malian superstar whose exciting 
concerts have endeared him to audiences worldwide; Oliver Mtukudzi, the best-selling artist in 
his home country of Zimbabwe; and Afel Bocoum, a guitarist, singer, and composer from Mali 
whose songs evoke the evolution of traditional Malian society. Performing solo, duo and trio – and 
backed by an ensemble of traditional stringed and percussion instrumentalists – the concert 
weaves a collection of traditional songs among contemporary popular ones from each of the lead-
ers. The tour unfortunately will not be reaching the UK, but we have the CD and DVD to sustain 
us.

TRIO CHEMIRANI
Trio Chemirani Invite
Accords Croisés  AC143   3149028000320
CD hardback digipack     World/Iran
Seven years after their previous recording, the Persian percussionists Trio Chemirani return, 
nourished by rich musical experimentation and by meetings with musicians from the 
Mediterranean, the Middle East, and Africa. Father Djamchid and sons Keyvan and Bijan have all 
collaborated musically with a large and diverse array of musicians over the years, many of which 
recordings have appeared on Accords Croises. For this new album, recorded in Paris, they put 
together an awesome list of invitees - kora maestro Ballaké Sissoko, pianist Omar Sosa, bassist 
Renaud Garcia-Fons, Ross Daly on lyra and rebab, jazz guitarist Sylvain Luc, and on bouzouki 
Titi Robin.

A FILETTA
Requiem
Deda    45410008   3770001243054
CD digipack       World/Corsica
The cult of the dead has always been important in Corsican tradition. Many ensembles from the 
island have brought to public notice traditional requiems sung in polyphony, and the brothers 
Aquaviva and their colleagues here follow suit.
The group A Filetta has contributed to the safeguarding of the island’s oral heritage. These sing-
ers refuse to be the guardians of some cult to the past; instead, they cultivate, through their 
compositions, the idea of an extended tradition which is perpetually renewed and open. While 
the tradition is well-anchored in the memory, they do not hesitate to embrace and initiate new 
developments. 
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SHEZAR
Zaffé
Playasound   PS66420   3700089664205
CD         World/Syria
Hassan Abdalrahman (oud), Nicolas Beck (bass), Fabien Guyot (percussions), Kjetil Selvik (clari-
net). The group came into being when two French musicians met an exiled Syrian oud player and 
a Norwegian clarinettist. The result was a musical adventure that turned into a full-blown artistic 
project. Shezar skilfully combines the musical personalities of its four members. their music is 
inspired and both rich and delicate. The simple, evocative melodies, supported by rhythms with 
all the finesse of Eastern music, create an unusual and fascinating atmosphere.

ROD DANNYS & Co
Tahiti Kaina 2000
Playasound Airmail SA141212   3700089412127
CD         World/Tahiti
Rod Dannys with Roger and Teva Tetuanui plays the greatest hits of the group Tamarii Punaruu, 
which in the 1970s was undoubtedly Polynesia’s most popular representative of the kaina musi-
cal tradition. Bright, breezy and great fun.

STEEL BAND DE PORT LOUIS
Caraïbes - Steel Band
Playasound Airmail SA141213   3700089412134
CD         World/Guadeloupe
Factory workers from Antigua introduced the steel drum to Guadeloupe in the 1950s. Pierre Luce, 
a local worker, perpetuated the tradition after the Antiguans left, and now his son Jean-Luc leads 
the Steel Band de Port-Louis. The music is mostly of Creole and French heritage.

AÏCHA REDOUANE
Maqâm d’Amour
Le Chant du Monde 2742024   794881996520
CD digipack       World/Egypt
Aicha Redouane is a Moroccan artist who studied music in Paris and later went to Cairo to study 
closely the styles of the Egyptian 19th century music. In 1991 she founded Al-Adwar Ensemble 
with Habib Yammine, and set out to sing the style of the illustrious predecessors. On this new 
album she sings the poetry of the Sufi saint Rabi’a Al-’Adawiyya. Previous albums are available 
on Le Chant du Monde, Institut du Monde Arabe and Radio France Ocora. 

MÁRCIO FARACO
O Tiempo
Le Chant du Monde 2742000   794881990528
CD digipack       World/Brazil
O Tiempo (‘Time’) is the third album on Le Chant du Monde for the Paris-based expat Brazilian, 
whose lyricism and accomplished acoustic guitar work continues to win him many admirers. A 
singer-songwriter who upholds the finest traditions of MPB.
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STEVE LACY FIVE
Blinks...Zurich Live 1983
Hatology   HATO697   752156069720
CD digipack   
The band plays with such simultaneous togetherness and fire; they’ve already well-past cleared 
the ground and taken off as a cohesive ensemble, passed “stiff” period by, able to prod, push, 
surprise even itself. Just to hear Lacy take over soloing from Potts on “Blinks,” like some Hendrix 
sharpened tendril of feedback: aggressive, interceptive, but continuous. Model of collectivity, bal-
ancing trust and risk. — John Corbett, Chicago 1997

RUSS LOSSING TRIO
Oracle
Hatology   HATO681   752156068129
CD digipack   
Russ Lossing continues to collaborate and create at a voracious pace… Though this disc marks 
a recording debut, this particular trio with Masa Kamaguchi (bass) and Billy Mintz (drums) has 
been active for the past six years, operating out of the musical hotbed that exists around a 
handful of cross-pollinating venues in Brooklyn, New York.   

SONIC LIBERATION FRONT
Meets Sunny Murray
High Two   HT027   884501433075
CD     
Sonic Liberation Front Meets Sunny Murray is the culmination of a 25-year friendship and musical 
relationship between SLF’s Kevin Diehl and Sunny Murray. After the release of SLF’s debut 
album, Water and Stone, Sunny Murray engaged the band for a series of collaborative concerts, 
including a 2002 appearance at the Vision Festival. The circulation of recordings from these con-
certs among fans enticed Murray and SLF to head into the studio together for the first time in 
2008. The new album features those studio recordings plus bonus recordings of Murray’s appear-
ance with SLF in Philadelphia in 2002.

VERYAN WESTON
Different Tessellations
Emanem   EM5015   5030243501526
CD digipack   
Two very different versions of Weston’s compositional framework. ‘Tessellations I’ was conceived 
for acoustic piano and is here performed by Leo Svirsky. ‘Tessellations II’ was composed for 
Austria’s THE VOCIFEROUS CHOIR, it is a mix of lines and layers that can be found in the 
polyphony of Renaissance contrapuntalists and the Pygmies of Central West Africa.  There is no 
text or narrative resulting in an appealingly rhythmic tribute to the human voice.

STEVE LACY
School Days
Emanem   EM5016   5030243501625
CD digipack   
A new issue of this 1963 gig by Lacy’s quartet with Roswell Rudd, Dennis Charles and Henry 
Grimes playing their original piano-less interpretations of the music of Thelonious Monk. First out 
on Emanem in 1975 (subsequently reissued on QED and Hat), this CD presents the music in the 
order of performance for the first time. Also included are the two extant examples of Lacy with the 
Thelonious Monk Quintet (with Charlie Rouse, John Ore & Roy Haynes) made at a 1960 festival 
in Philadelphia. 
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LONDON IMPROVISERS ORCHESTRA
Lio Leo Leon
Psi    Psi11.04   5030243110421
CD digipack   
The whole of the performance at the 2010 Freedom of the City festival by the 38-strong LIO.  
Conductions by Alison Blunt, Steve Beresford (featuring guest Leon Michener), Philipp 
Wachsmann, Caroline Kraabel, and Dave Tucker (featuring guest Ishmael Wadada Leo Smith), 
were interspersed with free improvisations.

ADAM LINSON SYSTEMS QUARTET
Figures and Grounds
Psi    Psi11.05   5030243110520
CD digipack   
Axel Dörner (trumpet, electronics), Rudi Mahall (bass clarinet), Adam Linson (double bass, elec-
tronics), Paul Lytton (drums, percussion). ‘My role in bringing together this group was to provide 
a new context for the diverse talents of these musicians.  From the outset, the aim of the group 
was to explore the range of possibilities at the intersection of jazz and computer music.’ Adam 
Linson.

EVAN PARKER & MATTHEW WRIGHT
Trance Map
Psi    Psi11.03   5030243110322
CD digipack   
Evan Parker (soprano saxophone, sample collection, co-composition), Matthew Wright (live sam-
pling, turntables, co-composition and sound design).
In which the studio becomes the arena for an expanded method of improvisation where successive 
layers of sound making are built up, revised, scrapped, edited, revisited...  (As the notes say ‘the 
tweaks went down to the wire.’)  In short, the way many musicians have been working for decades, 
but a new experience for a hard-core, real-time free improviser like Parker.  ‘I blame that demon 
Matt Wright,’ said Parker in a recent interview.

AGUSTI FERNANDEZ & JOAN SAURA
Silencer
Psi    Psi11.01   5030243110124
CD digipack   
A keenly awaited recording from the long standing collaboration and friendship between 
Fernandez and Saura. They have worked together in many different groupings but this is the first 
time their specific duo music involving piano and live sampling has been documented.

DJ SNIFF
‘EP’
Psi    Psi11.02   5030243110223
CD digipack   
DJ Sniff aka turntablist Takuro Mizuta Lippit. “This recording is my attempt to play Evan Parker. 
Seven tracks were recorded in STEIM’s Studio 3, trying to reflect the liveness of Parker’s solo 
recordings. All of these are single takes with minor edits at the beginnings or ends. Two interlude 
tracks are short experiments looking at timbral characteristics when the rotation of the turntable 
is extremely slowed down. The last three tracks are compositions made from both Parker’s and 
other improvisers’ records.”  
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PAUL MOTIAN
The Windmills of your Mind 
Winter & Winter  910182-2   025091018222
CD hardcover digipack 
To mark his 80th birthday Paul Motian recorded the album »The Windmills Of Your Mind« with 
Bill Frisell (guitar), Thomas Morgan (bass) and Petra Haden (vocals). Producer Stefan Winter 
worked without any digital equipment or digital sound effects whatsoever. The music was record-
ed live to analogue two-track at Sear Sound, New York in September 2010. 

GIOVANNI CECCARELLI
Meteores
Bonsaï   BON110401  3149028001129 
CD     
Ceccarelli has played on over 30 albums with artists such as Lee Konitz, Mark Murphy, Kenny 
Wheeler, Paolo Fresu and Enrico Rava. “Météores”, his first for French label Bonsaï Music, pre-
senting mostly originals and features as guest artists and composers David Linx and Fausto 
Mesolella.  “Giovanni Ceccarelli’s  playing is impeccable, reminding me of the legendary late Hank 
Jones where every note seems to be thought out with great care.” Benny Golson

FREDAR
Irukandji
CamJazz   CAMJ3310-2  8052405140104 
CD     
A CD with a striking emotional impact and visionary power -  this latest CAMJazz discovery, a 
Scandinavian quartet led by pianist Daniel Fredar, is one of the most exciting finds currently in 
circulation in Europe. The quartet’s language is one that’s modern and unique, which cleverly 
mixes past and present. Fredar pens all the compositions bar one. 

FRANK WOESTE 
Double You
World Village  479060   794881999927
CD digipack   
At 34 years Frank Woeste has grown out the image of an up and coming jazz pianist. He has made 
himself a name working with Mederic Collignon and Ibrahim Maalouf, showing his talents as a 
pianist and as a creator of unique sounds on the Fender Rhodes. He has become a master in the 
art of blending the piano and the Rhodes, mixing contemporary jazz with his classical background 
and pop music. His new album Double You, featuring flautist and singer Malik Mezzadri, is an 
example of all this. Convincing compositions, daring improvisations that fit his songwriting, 
splendid arrangements and great interplay between the musicians : Double You has all the ingre-
dients of a great album.
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JOHN LINDBERG’S TRIPOLAR
(A) Live at Roulette, NYC
Jazzwerkstatt  JW114   4250079758708
CD     
Bassist Lindberg was a founder member of the String Trio of New York in the late 1970s, and also 
led his own Ensemble and Quartet, groups which over the years included Dave Douglas, Albert 
Mangelsdorff, Larry Ochs, Andrew Cyrille, Wadada Leo Smith and others. He has released myriad 
albums that spotlight his original compositions and feature his singularly identifiable bass play-
ing. His new trio Tripolar features saxophonist Don Davis and Kevin Norton on drums and vibes. 
The recording was made in February 2010.

ALEXANDER VON SCHLIPPENBACH / MANFRED SCHOOF
Blue Hawk
Jazzwerkstatt  JW119   4250079758746
CD     
Now elder statesmen of German jazz, these two distinguished players were once firebrands in the 
free jazz scene of the sixties. Playing together in Schoof’s Orchestra and in Von Schlippenbach’s 
Globe Unity Orchestra, they were seminal influences on European free jazz. Although they have 
mellowed somewhat, their intuitive experience is clear on this new duo album. Interviewed in the 
liner notes Schoof is asked how does he approach a recording, and what makes a record success-
ful? The answer: “You listen to it and think they’re either good or they aren’t. That’s how you decide 
whether to release them.” As simple as that. Blue Hawk is most definitely being released.

NAVACROSS
NavaCross
Hi 4 Head   HFHCD009   0609722909303
CD digipack   
With rootsy influences as diverse as Rolling Stones, Creedence, Bo Diddley, Neil Young and 
British folk, Navacross mix an awareness of rock’s history with an energy and commitment to the 
performance of songs with hooks that will have you humming along after a couple of listens as if 
you’d been listening for years. With backgrounds in a myriad of musics they somehow use folk, 
country and funk constructions to produce instantly memorable rock songs.

B FOR BANG
Rewires the Beatles
KML Sonic Invaders KML2120   8033712872209
CD     
First came the razing of genre walls. Now come the celebrations. Experimental rockers, B for 
Bang, return to The Beatles for their vivid second album, exposing twelve more of the Fab Four’s 
works to a firestorm of modern styles. Classic songs collide with the kinetic beats and bounce of 
the worlds of drum ‘n’ bass, trip hop, alternative rock and contemporary classical music to form 
a 21-st century forest fire of sound. So now meet the alchemists: alternative rocker David 
Chalmin, composing bassist Massimo Pupillo, contemporary classical maestro Nicola Tescari, 
electronic wizard Fabio ‘Reeks’ Recchia, drum ‘n’ bassing pioneer Marque Gilmore and avant-
garde virtuoso Katia Labeque, whose resonant grand piano roots this medley of styles. Singers 
Chalmin, Meg and Nadeah guide us through the alchemical jungle.
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
Science Fiction Writers
British Library  NSACD83   9780712351133
CD         Spoken Word
Published to coincide with a major British Library exhibition on science fiction, this CD collects 
recordings of ten celebrated writers who have worked in the field of science fiction. Although sci-
ence fiction is hugely popular, it has often been a source of controversy. What is science fiction? 
Are science fiction writers under-appreciated compared to literary novelists? Is their prime mis-
sion to predict the future or to comment on the present? These and other questions are discussed 
by major writers including Arthur C Clarke, Ursula Le Guin, Isaac Asimov, Douglas Adams, Brian 
Aldiss, J G Ballard, Doris Lessing and Kurt Vonnegut Jr.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Beautiful Bird Songs of Britain
British Library  NSACD85   9780712351126
CD         Nature
This disc brings together some of the most beautiful bird songs that can be heard around the 
British Isles. The Blackbird, Skylark, Nightingale and Mistle Thrush are just a few of the birds 
that add their exquisite compositions to the natural soundscape of this island. Some songs will 
be familiar to many while others can only be experienced in certain locations. All however, are 
excellent examples of the beauty of bird song.
Track listing: Blackbird - Song Thrush - Mistle Thrush - Nightingale - Skylark - Robin - Sedge Warbler 
- Reed Warbler - Blackcap - Wren - Garden Warbler - Wheatear - Whitethroat - Woodlark – Swallow.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Writing Life 
British Library  NSACD86/87  9780712351089
2CD         Spoken Word
Offering inspiring insights alongside practical advice, this two CD set gathers together some of the 
UK’s leading contemporary authors to share their experiences of the highs and lows of the writing 
life. Selected from interviews gathered by the National Life Stories’ Authors’ Lives project and 
archived at the British Library, it features previously unheard recordings of poets, novelists, chil-
dren’s writers, historians and biographers speaking candidly about all aspects of the writing proc-
ess. Why do writers write? What influences their work? Where do they find inspiration? This is 
essential listening for aspiring writers and anyone interested in contemporary authorship. 
Track Listing: Ian McEwan - PD James - Ian Rankin - Howard Jacobson - Hilary Mantel - Michael 
Holroyd - Maureen Duffy - Michael Frayn - Hilary Spurling - Beryl Bainbridge - Penelope Lively - 
Victoria Glendinning - Michael Morpurgo - Linda Grant - Paul Bailey - Philip Hensher - Wendy Cope 
- Philip Ziegler - Anthony Thwaite - Anne Fine - John Fuller - Allen Fisher - Simon Brett - Peter Porter 
- UA Fanthorpe.


